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[Soft music plays] 

[David Scandiffio, President & CEO, CIBC Asset Management 

David Scandiffio: As the investment landscape grows with new opportunities…  

[Two people point to the ceiling in a stylish office building.] 

…investors are increasingly looking to participate in companies that thoughtfully deliver 

sustainable growth…  

[Time-lapse shot of a large greenhouse. A gardener sprays a row of plants. Two engineers look 

at model wind turbines. A field of wind turbines at dusk.] 

…and espouse values that align with their personal beliefs.  

Sustainability is at heart of CIBC’s purpose…  

[A man rides on a Segway. A woman and her daughter take a selfie by a waterfall.]  

…and plays an integral role in the actions we take to help our clients make their ambitions a 

reality.  

[Environment, social, governance.] 

[A couple stand at the edge of a cliff and look out into the distance. An aerial shot of solar 

panels on the roof of an apartment building. A meeting in a board room.] 

That is why environmental, social, and governance factors are fully incorporated into the 

investment research conducted by all CIBC Asset Management analysts, across all asset 

classes. 

[Our responsible investing framework] 

[Traditional Financial Analysis] 

[A bar graph icon.] 

[ESG Analysis & Screening] 

[A cyclical arrow and a leaf in the center icon.] 

[Holistic Portfolio Construction] 

[A pie chart on whiteboard icon.] 

[Shareholder Engagement]  



 [A shaking hands icon.] 

We believe integrating both financial and ESG risk analysis produces a deeper understanding of 

our investments and increases the potential to enhance the long-term sustainable performance 

of our solutions.  

[A man looks at the camera in an office hallway. A man smiles at the camera in an office. A 

woman looks at the camera. A woman walks down an office hallway talking on a cell phone. A 

woman rides a bike beside a lake. Three people walk through a tomato garden in a green house 

and smile at the camera. An aerial view of a biofuel plant.] 

As a stakeholder focused asset manager, we believe investors should have the opportunity to 

grow their wealth responsibly, in a way that aligns with their personal values and provides 

meaningful impact to society.  

[3 Mutual Funds] 

[3 farmers look at their field at dusk.] 

[CIBC Sustainable Canadian Core Bond Fund 

CIBC Sustainable Canadian Equity Fund 

CIBC Sustainable Global Equity Fund] 

[Aerial view of a river between mountains in B.C.] 

As such we have created the CIBC Sustainable Investment Strategies fund suite.   

[3 Portfolio Solutions] 

[Low angle of an office tower] 

[CIBC Sustainable Conservative Balanced Portfolio 

CIBC Sustainable Balanced Growth Portfolio 

CIBC Sustainable Balanced Portfolio] 

[Aerial view of a wind turbine in a field.] 

[Aaron White, Vice-President, Sustainable Investments, CIBC Asset Management] 

Aaron White: CIBC’s Sustainable Investment Strategies are best in class solutions that provide 

exposure to companies that are environmental, social, and governance leaders in their 

respective industries…  

[A field of solar panels. The sun shines through the glass of a crowded walking bridge. Aerial 

view of a wind turbines in a field. A man points at a crowded white board.] 



…and reflect responsible investment principles that are important to investors. 

[Values-based approach  

Offers clients socially responsible investing solutions] 

[An icon animation of a hand holding a globe.] 

The values-based approach to investing that underpins CIBC’s Sustainable Investment 

Strategies reflects our commitment to the principles of responsible investing. 

[A series of images of investment analysts looking over market data on multiple monitors.] 

Utilizing our propriety ESG framework and fundamental analysis to evaluate all investment 

opportunities… 

[An investor looks at market data on his laptop. An electric car charges in a parking lot. An 

engineer monitors a wind turbine. An aerial view of a wind turbine in the ocean. An aerial view of 

solar panels on a building.] 

…investors can be assured that their dollars are directed towards investments that: align with 

their values, offer attractive financial returns and positively impact the world.  

[Hyper-lapse image of a CIBC office tower. Tracking shot of a mansion on a river.] 

CIBC Asset Management is committed to taking an active and intentional pathway to managing 

the wealth of our clients, in a manner that is sustainable and beneficial to all stakeholders in 

society.  

[CIBC.com/Sustainable] 

[A woman stands on top of a mountain.] 

[CIBC Asset Management logo] 

[This video is provided for general informational purposes only and does not constitute financial, 

investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, it should not be relied upon in that regard or be 

considered predictive of any future market performance, nor does it constitute an offer or 

solicitation to buy or sell any securities referred to. Individual circumstances and current events 

are critical to sound investment planning; anyone wishing to act on this document should 

consult with his or her advisor. All opinions and estimates expressed in this document are as of 

the date of publication unless otherwise indicated, and are subject to change. Any information or 

discussion about the current characteristics of this fund or how the portfolio manager is 

managing the fund that is supplementary to information in the prospectus is not a discussion 

about material investment objectives or strategies, but solely a discussion of the current 

characteristics or manner of fulfilling the investment objectives and strategies, and is subject to 

change without notice. You should not act or rely on the information without seeking the advice 

of a professional.  



  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated 

with mutual fund investments. Please read the simplified prospectus before investing. Mutual 

funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be 

repeated. 

 ®CIBC Asset Management and the CIBC logo are registered trademarks of Canadian Imperial 

Bank of Commerce (CIBC), used under license. 

 The material and/or its contents may not be reproduced without the express written consent of 

CIBC Asset Management Inc.] 

 


